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Abstract
This paper presents an organizational analysis methodology aimed at knowledge capitalization with a view to improving business processes. Based on a real problem in a large electric sector firm, this methodology is applied to managing the transport of indivisible exceptional cargo (IEC). In the firm in question, intellectual capital is a critical asset for service performance and is fundamental for achieving business excellence. Applied to the firm’s transport management process, the approach proved appropriate to IEC transport-related organizational goals. A review highlights definitions and structures for improving business processes proposed previously in the literature. The results of applying the methodology are discussed at the end of the paper.
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Resumo
Este artigo apresenta uma metodologia de análise organizacional que busca a capitalização do conhecimento, focada na melhoria dos processos de negócio. Baseado em um problema real de uma empresa do setor elétrico, essa metodologia é aplicada para o transporte de cargas excepcionais indivisíveis (CEI). Nessa empresa, o capital intelectual é um ativo crítico para o desempenho dos serviços e ele é fundamental para a excelência do negócio. A abordagem aplicada ao processo de gerenciamento do transporte de uma grande empresa brasileira de suprimento de energia elétrica mostrou-se adequada às metas organizacionais do transporte de CEI. Uma revisão destaca definições e estruturas para a melhoria dos processos de negócio previamente propostas na literatura. Os resultados da aplicação da metodologia são apresentados ao final do artigo.
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1. Introduction

The dynamic nature of present-day markets requires that operations and supporting management systems are organized and structured in order to achieve satisfactory levels of efficiency, flexibility and service. Definite information associated with key points in the business processes has become a pre-requisite for monitoring the pursuit of operational excellence, attaining both internal and external client service goals and, consequently, securing return on investments. In this context, Business Process Management (BPM) is a basic condition for efficiency in the flows of material and information that permeate the firm and its logistics chain. The results produced by such management approaches include precise information on key steps in the businesses, identification of resources, simplification of procedures, reduction of conflicts among the parties involved and definition of performance criteria.

On the other hand, intensive use of Knowledge Management (KM) methodologies enables information to be identified, captured and capitalized as input for decision support tools. In this regard, intellectual capital is one of the main resources responsible for results in terms of flexibility, expressed as innovation and responsiveness to clients. The cost reductions (efficiency) and improved levels of service typical of competitive environments can also be achieved by means of KM-supported systems. In addition, business strategy development requires information on both internal factors (operational capacity, available capabilities, employee cooperation, management styles) and external ones (governmental policies, environmental issues, economic conditions). Obtaining such information includes handling and processing great volumes of data, which are necessary for aligning business goals and clients needs (Gunasekaran & Nath, 1997).

Organizational analysis strategies supported by KM and directed to BPM are a master key to incorporating intellectual capital as a nodal resource in the pursuit of efficiency, flexibility and customer service. Even though the literature offers broad discussions of KM (Grundstein et al., 2003; Kalpic & Bernus, 2002; Schulze, 2001; Stadelmann, 2000; Zack & Serino, 1998; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1997; Rummeler & Brache, 1995) and BPM (Adesola & Baines, 2005; Aguilar-Savén, 2004; Gulledge Jr. & Sommer, 2002; Kalpic & Bernus, 2002), there is still a scarcity of empirical research directed to discussing such managerial practices applied in specific and vital business environments, especially a lack of reports on countries as Brazil (Melo, 2006). Also, among the main reasons firms’ work forces fail in implementing BPM strategies are the lack of understanding of the actual goals and expectations, and of the ability to implement the methodologies and the excessive number of currently existing methodologies.

This paper proposes a KM-supported and BPM-oriented organizational analysis methodology focused on steps towards capitalizing the knowledge necessary to improve processes connected with electric sector indivisible exceptional cargo (IEC) transport management in the Brazilian environment. Important contributions are identified based on a case study in a large Brazilian electric power firm, which is responsible for electric power generation and transmission in an area containing 51% of Brazil’s households and accounting for 65% of GNP. This firm controls over 40% of power consumption in Brazil (Furnas, 2010). In such an environment, IEC transport management (IECTM) is required for replacement parts, reallocation of installed capacity or preventive equipment maintenance. In the vast majority of cases, IEC transport operations are costly and fundamental to minimizing risks of failure in power provision. Accordingly, IECTM is a critical issue in meeting efficiency and customer service goals in the electric sector.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, a literature review on the main managerial themes (KM and BPM) spells out definitions and structures proposed previously in the literature. The organizational analysis methodology used to capitalize business process-related knowledge is presented below. The main results of applying this methodology to the IECTM process in a Brazilian electric power firm are highlighted and discussed.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Initial definitions

One of the most widely acknowledged contributions to managerial literature is Rummler & Brache (1995). The authors analyze the firm’s organization on the basis of a structure comprising nine variables obtained by cross-matching performance levels (organization, processes and activities) and performance needs (goals, design and management). The resulting cross-matched set comprises the drivers of the base-initiatives for organizational improvement. It is within this structure that tasks have to be performed so that firms reach their goals. Even when organized into traditional functional structures, firms aggregate business value through structures that cut across and integrate their functions, i.e., it is through their processes that firms promote alignment between goals and operations.

Harrington (1993) advocates process-oriented analysis because performance at that level offers both strategic advantages (systemic vision, ease of customer focus, innovation, flexibility etc.) and operational advantages (support to administration, structuring for new challenges etc.), which are typical of dynamic production systems.

Nonetheless, for the firm’s workforces to operate efficiently, knowledge management must be promoted in relation to information on all performance levels in order to prevent the impact of local decisions generating distortions among processes and resulting in nonconformity with goals. Performance-enhancing initiatives must thus be supported by a knowledge base (goals, critical factors, obstacles, solutions and implications) that makes it possible to generate results organization wide. As a result, such initiatives will be able to promote awareness and motivation in all other related parts of the organization on the need for – and what is needed in order to bring about – change and innovation in their various procedures and processes.

Knowledge, understood as the structured accumulation of information, is fundamental to establishing specific capabilities that make it possible to develop solutions, decision-making, learning and teaching, enabling the organization to create, retain and assure value, and thus compete successfully in the long run (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1997; Stadelmann, 2000; Schulze, 2001). From an organizational point of view, human knowledge can be classified in two ways: (a) implicit or tacit knowledge, which is personal, context-specific and thus hard to formalize and communicate; and (b) explicit or codified knowledge, which is transmissible in systematic and formal language among individuals or groups (Zack & Serino, 1998).

Business processes constitute a set of logically inter-linked activities directed to filling gaps between functional areas and adding value by means of procedures. Processes transform resources into products or services that must meet clients’ expectations, so as to support the firm’s goals and structure its value aggregation chain (Cruz, 2003; Rummler & Brache, 1995; Davenport, 1994; Harrington, 1991). Accordingly, understanding processes is essential
to business success, since processes are responsible for what will be offered. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (below) showing the possible relationship between knowledge and business processes from a strategic point of view (Villela, 2000; Johansson et al., 1993; Rummler & Brache, 1995).

In Figure 1 business processes are linked to the goals through operational plans, targets and the strategic plan. Processes are modeled and designed only after the information generated by these business elements (internal knowledge) is available. Nonetheless, once operation starts, these processes must also be managed to capture market information (external knowledge), which is necessary for continuous improvement and adaptation to client needs. Thus, if well managed, business processes and knowledge produce a positive synergetic effect on the firm’s performance.

Aguilar-Savén (2004) conducted a comprehensive review of business process modeling, describing the main techniques, as well as proposing and discussing a classification structure for these techniques, according to their purpose.

2.2 Knowledge management

Knowledge management (KM), a firmly established field of research, is directed to improving managerial actions designed to capitalize knowledge to enhance the firm’s performance (creation, dissemination and utilization of knowledge) (Grundstein et al., 2003; Clarke & Cooper, 2000; De Sordi, 2005). Several papers were identified addressing KM from an organizational point of view, involving: business processes (Jablonski et al., 2001; Roy et al., 2000; Stadelmann, 2000), collaborative practices (Clarke & Cooper, 2000), knowledge reutilization (Yeung & Holden, 2000), process and product-centered integration (Apostolou et al., 2000), use of knowledge discovery techniques integrated with decision support (Bolloju et al., 2002) and capitalization support methodologies (Barthelmé et al., 1998). In addition, the advance of information technologies has enabled major development
in KM and support tools that foster externalization, diffusion, sharing and re-utilization of innovation-oriented knowledge (Schulze, 2001), computer-user interaction (Wang & Ariguzo, 2004), development of digital information systems (Grundstein et al., 2003) and employee productivity and competence (Basu, 1998; Liao, 2003; Spiegler, 2003; Chua, 2004).

The main purpose of KM is to transform implicit knowledge into formalized (explicit) representations, clearly stated and simply managed, which render intellectual capital available for decision-making, development and innovation. Externalization is one of the most important steps in KM. However, it must be followed up by internalization (formal re-use of formalized knowledge), which has direct impact on process efficiency by making information available for re-use, closing the knowledge life cycle loop (Kalpic & Bernus, 2002).

Nonaka & Takeuchi (1997), considering human knowledge to be indivisible, proposed a dynamic model of knowledge generation that states clearly that knowledge conversion is a social process deriving from interaction among individuals, groups and organizations, rather than occurring inside each individual. On the supposition that knowledge “is created and expanded from social interactions between its basic forms (implicit and explicit)”, these authors developed a model comprising four steps (socialization; externalization; combination; and internalization), characterized by interactions and conversions between such basic forms, constituting a cyclic process in which the steps can be repeated ad infinitum. This allows new and more valuable forms of knowledge to be created.

Based on Nonaka & Takeuchi’s model, Grundstein et al. (2003) developed a multi-faceted approach to the problem of capitalizing knowledge critical to decision-making and to essential processes for change and innovation. This approach introduces a digital information system view centered on a knowledge-worker platform. It is structured into the following steps: Location (necessary to organize and hierarchize knowledge); Preservation (acquisition, modeling, formalization and conservation of knowledge); Optimization (making knowledge accessible according to confidentiality and safety rules); Actualization (evaluation, standardization and valuing, which help capitalize external knowledge); and Management (promotes interaction among the previous steps necessary to capitalize knowledge). As the authors note, knowledge is a resource with the potential to leverage performance enhancement. In this regard, developing KM-supported organizational analysis strategies can help maintain and add value to intellectual capital by (re)building employee capabilities with a clear understanding of “what”, “how”, “who”, “when” and “where” to execute each phase of operations, in addition to affording greater integration with partners and clients, as transactions become more transparent and efficient.

2.3 Business process management

Business process management (BPM) is a set of activities designed to assure that the organization’s assets are in harmony, guaranteeing the efficiency of the operation, with input, transformation and output processes consuming only the resources necessary to attain the goals. BPM can be applied through radical changes (business process re-engineering, BPR) or gradual business process improvements (BPI) using approaches such as benchmarking and process redesign (Business Process Design – BPD) (Adesola & Baines, 2005). It usually involves activities such as: documentation to understand process flows; property specification to establish responsibilities; management to optimize previously established performance measures; and improvement to increase product quality or process performance (Gulledge Jr. & Sommer, 2002).
BPM-oriented methodologies have developed greatly in recent years. Nevertheless, the number of implementation failures has been substantial (60% to 80%, according to Lockamy III & Smith, 1997; and 50% to 70%, according to Hammer & Champy *apud* Cameron & Braiden, 2004). Chan & Choi (1997) summarized these failures into two broader categories: (1) lack of understanding of the actual goals and expectations; and (2) lack of ability to implement the methodologies. Cameron & Braiden (2004) stress one of the reasons for failure in BPI or BPR is the excessive number of methodologies proposed in recent years, which makes it difficult to select the one that best fits the firm’s goals or those of specific projects directed to the meeting client needs effectively. In this connection, examples of specifically BPI-related methodologies are described and characterized in Franken *et al.* (1996), AL-Mashari & Zairi (1999), Bhatt (2000), Bhatt & Stump (2001), Gulledge Jr. & Sommer (2002), Valiris & Glykas (2004) and Adesola & Baines (2005). BPR-related strategies and applications can be found in Macintosh (1997), Chan & Choi (1997), Lockamy III & Smith (1997), Gunasekaran & Nath (1997), Khan (2000), Attaran (2003), Macintosh (2003), Cameron & Braiden (2004) and Weicher *et al.* (2005).

AL-Mashari & Zairi (1999) present an implementation script of a BPI program applied in an electric power firm. In this study, process enhancements were managed in four steps: preparation and start-up; current state assessment; future state design; and implementation. Adesola & Baines (2005) developed a prototype MIPI (Model-based and Integrated Process Improvement) methodology, based on the analysis of several existing BPI structures, where four frameworks were selected and compared (Kettinger *et al.*, 1997; Harrington, 1991; Smart *et al.*, 1998; Klein, 1994). The resulting BPI prototype is developed in 7 steps: assess readiness; outline process under review; collect detailed data; form model of current processes; assess and redesign the processes; implement; and review processes.

According to Harbour (*apud* Khan, 2000), regardless of the BPM methodology adopted, there are nine basic principles to be considered: (i) eliminate and (ii) minimize waste, (iii) simplify whenever possible to (iv) combine processes, (v) design alternative steps, (vi) think in a parallel way, (vii) collect data at their sources, (viii) use technology for improvements and (ix) allow clients to help in the process. Performance improvement processes generally call for commitment and support from the firm organization’s upper levels, besides careful attention to human factors and a gradual and systematic approach to implementation (AL-Mashari & Zairi, 1999). In order to manage organizational performance well, variables must be directed to goals (strategy), assuring efficiency and alignment of processes with internal and external needs (Lockamy III & Smith, 1997).

The diagram in Figure 2 below, from De Sordi (2005), shows that BPI and BPR methodologies both lead to changes (respectively, gradual and radical) in the organizational structure, which ceases to be based on business functions (the traditional management model), goes through a transition stage (function-process model) and, finally, becomes business process oriented (process management model).

However, as Adesola & Baines (2005) remark, there is still room to expand the capacity of BPM methodology to produce gradual business processes improvement (BPI) by bringing them to focus on the practice of, and support for, implementation initiatives.
2.4 Synergy between KM and BPM initiatives

De Sordi (2005) highlights certain mutual benefits obtained from the synergic effect of applying BPM and KM approaches jointly to organization performance management. BPM methodologies offer support for the KM steps of: Socialization, by identifying instances (problems and opportunities) for subsequent analysis; Externalization, which helps build diagnostics of present process state (how it is), operating manuals and work instructions, in addition to facilitating collaborative work; Combination, during management of versions of operating processes in constant evolution (rules, activity flows, operators and technologies); and Internalization, by identifying changes, exceptions and bottlenecks and performing simulations in order to define critical paths (reactive functionalities).

Prominent potential benefits for BPM from KM include: (a) creation of provisions for continuous and systematic process improvement based on knowledge capitalization strategies; (b) spread of a culture of organizational innovation and change (flexibility), by creating communication channels and defining related technology, which enable information to be exchanged among areas of the firm involved and between them and the market (suppliers, partners, stakeholders and customers); and (c) identification of new market opportunities, by defining communication with customers and provisions for evaluating performance of the services offered.

Jablonski et al. (2001) highlight the following benefits expected by firms that organize KM-oriented organizational development programs: (a) transfer, availability, retention and reuse of know-how; (b) increased productivity by resource optimization and cost reductions; (c) increased competitiveness by improved internal processes, innovation skills, product
quality and customer support; (d) promotion of internal communication by accessing new areas of knowledge, training inter-functional groups, and reinforcing core competences and creativity; and (e) reduction of project execution timeframes and financial transfers.

3. The proposed organizational analysis methodology

Most of the literature reviewed mentions the use of knowledge generation mechanisms as a condition for implementing managerial methodologies seeking improved process performance. However, there is a lack of reports setting out explicitly detailed procedures for identifying, locating and capturing the information necessary to accomplish the initial steps in such implementations, which influence performance of the most critical processes in practice. The organization analysis methodology proposed here is based on integrating a KM model into a BPM-oriented analysis approach. The aim of this methodology is to capitalize knowledge relating to Business Process Improvement (BPI), directing structure enhancements based on and guided by information from all firm performance levels. A descriptive diagram is shown in Figure 3 below. As in Figure 3, the methodology integrates an external cycle with an internal cycle for knowledge generation according to Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model. The internal cycle comprises the steps of: socialization, through meetings and informal talks among consultants and employees in charge of the service; externalization, in which employees’ tacit knowledge is formalized; combination, in which the knowledge formalized in the previous step is capitalized by association with other forms of knowledge already consolidated in the literature (re-engineering, process analysis and modeling etc.); and internalization, which represents the diffusion of the capitalized knowledge in the form of redesign of processes, procedures, instructions, rules, documents, strategies for the use of new technologies, and so on.

![Knowledge generation cycles for BPI initiatives.](image-url)
The external cycle constitutes an analysis script of organizational performance levels that had to be associated with the basic steps of knowledge creation in the KM model. The aim is to enable learning and, at the same time, to promote continuous enhancement of processes. With a view to comprehending better the firm performance levels, the script was based on the approach proposed by Rummel & Brache (1995) and defines four major stages for analysis. The first (systemic analysis) refers to firm-level organizational performance; the second (flow analysis) extends to all performance levels; and the last two (process analysis and functions and attribution analysis) relate to the process and activity levels.

In fact, the internal cycle of the knowledge generation model corresponds to a spiral social process in which steps can be repeated indefinitely, enabling new and more valuable forms of knowledge to be created. Figure 4 shows the basic structure of this process (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1997; Nonaka & Konno apud De Sordi, 2005). As can be seen from Figure 4, the Socialization step is executed by participants’ sharing and exchanging experience (tacit knowledge) with a view to creating mental models and common skills (tacit knowledge) acquired by observation, imitation and practice, the key factor in this step being the participants’ experience. Note that the Socialization step is always internal to the firm, and initially internal to the portion of its organization responsible for the service. The Externalization situation is induced by the participants’ dialoguing and thinking together, so as to articulate their tacit knowledge, here transformed into models, figures and other more structured forms of knowledge, i.e., explicit knowledge. In this step, the knowledge developed, now explicit, can now be disseminated to other parts of the organization. The Combination step involves systematizing concepts within a knowledge system, where the connection and exchange among different areas of knowledge are achieved through documents, meetings, telephone calls or computer networks (Intranet and/or Internet). The underlying principle is that the new combination of existing information and the classification of explicit knowledge can add value to the knowledge. During this step, the (explicit) knowledge generated is analyzed from other standpoints external to both the portion of the organization responsible for the service and to the firm itself, and can be associated with existing complementary and convergent approaches (explicit knowledge). In this way, the knowledge will become of greater value (capitalized) to the firm. The Internalization step entails incorporating the – explicit and capitalized – knowledge, which is now absorbed by all those directly and indirectly involved, thus appropriated by each participant (tacit) and with added value greater than the sum of the information exchanged at the outset of the process. This step is performed by holding encounters (talks, forums and workshops) to discuss the subject and to develop documentation (articles, service specifications, work instructions) so as to circulate the results.

As in Figure 4, it is possible that many internal knowledge generation cycles (S-E-C-I) may occur at each stage of the analytical script of organizational performance levels (external cycle), in order to capitalize the necessary knowledge critical to performance enhancement and adaptation to current situations. The cyclical nature of this organizational analysis methodology permits decisions to be taken at each performance level analyzed, which consider the impacts on other performance levels. Such considerations help maintain the necessary dynamism and flexibility for fast responses to any market situation.

Below, the stages of the methodology are described in detail and additional implementation requirements are presented.
3.1 Stages of the methodology

3.1.1 Systemic analysis

The systemic analysis yields a view of the sector’s production chain. The service’s overall composition and its importance for defining business needs and related requests are considered, and the main agents (regulators, suppliers, partners and clients) and their relationship in performing the service are identified. This stage seeks a broader view of the potential variables considered in the overall characterization of the service.

The staff directly involved in this stage are those entitled to deal with management issues and relations with (internal and external) suppliers and clients. However, operational level staff, together with outside consultants and researchers, may also be present and form part of the group, or the work team.

During Socialization of the knowledge all staff involved should exchange information relating to how the service is structured overall. In many cases professionals external or internal to the organization analyzed are interviewed when they are directly or indirectly

Figure 4 – The knowledge generation spiral.
involved in performing the service. Systemic analysis is directed more to macro aspects and inquiries. The overall description of the service from the standpoint of each area involved, considering aspects deriving from activities that take place before (planning, scheduling, hiring etc.), during (service evaluation) and after (billing, payment) service execution, constitutes a starting point for identifying overall and specific features associated with meeting the various types of request.

Externalization starts when the information about service execution derived from interviews and exchanged among participants is structured and formalized. From the diagnostic reports on the present state of the firm’s organization (how it is), an overall description of the service is presented, identifying demands, suppliers, customers and stakeholders, as well as each one’s role in performing the service. In Combination, the formalized information (diagnostic reports on the present state) is analyzed against a wide-ranging review of the available literature (in virtual or other libraries, sector-specific websites etc.), considering strategies, techniques, quality standards and models developed by research and development institutions or disseminated as market best practices. It is also possible to consider activities relating to compliance with current legislation and, consequently, all the stakeholders involved (regulatory agencies, police etc.). All these items should be contemplated in drafting reports with proposals for service execution strategies more suited to the organization (how it should be). Internalization, at both this and other stages, entails pursuing spread strategies (presentations, talks, reports on results etc.) designed to equip those involved to make new analyses and obtain answers to questions relating to the performance level in question (chain and organization).

The main results expected relate to identifying the constituent steps in the service, the business demands or needs, the types of service requests, the business entities involved and the possible relations among these various sets of information.

3.1.2 Flow analysis

Based on the flow analysis stage, the resources necessary for the service to be performed fully are identified (material, equipment, services and information). This stage helps identify the logistic network, the order cycle, the information systems, technological needs and the possible interfaces between resources required to accomplish the service. It is through the internal and external flows, to or from the market, that the main business relationships can be identified and, through them, the business processes involved.

Staff at the managerial and operational levels participate in this stage. However, consultants, researchers and experts in flows and information systems should already be taking part, at the Socialization step, in identifying flows (information, documents, activities, inputs etc.) that enable the service to be performed. At this stage, one good strategy suggestion is to analyze the order cycle for the service from the participants’ various different standpoints. From Externalization, consultants and researchers provide structured forms (reports) of the information exchanged and the knowledge developed on the information types and flows, as well as the relationships necessary to perform each step of the service offered by the organization to its present standards (diagnosis of the present state: how it is). That information can then be associated (Combination) with flow techniques and models (literature), documents from other areas, related legislation, rules internal and external to the organization etc. In this way, models of more efficient relationships for performing the service (how it should be) can be proposed, also in reports. Internalization can be performed
by formulating and circulating or presenting reports to the areas of the organization directly and indirectly involved.

The results obtained on completion of this stage relate to identifying the types of information exchanged and the main service variables at each step of execution. The possible inter- and intra-business relationships are also defined (network of relationships), in terms of service request types.

3.1.3 Business process analysis

In business processes analysis, the service is seen as a sequence of activities and events with a common goal: fulfilling the request in conditions appropriate to the client’s needs. In this regard, it is important to define a base structure (macro-process) able to assess the dependency relationships among sub-processes, identifying sequences of events, basic interfaces and critical paths. In this connection, what has to be defined are all the activities necessary to perform each sub-process, as well as the main types of flow (information, authorizations, requisitions, documents etc.) exchanged both among these activities and between them and other external activities (other areas of the organization or other business entity).

Participation by personnel (specialists) directly involved in performing the service (operations level staff), along with expert outside business process consultants and researchers, is fundamental at this stage. Related managerial level staff and other specialists (other areas of the firm) should also be present during this stage.

Socialization of knowledge should involve participation by at least one specialist in each component process of the service. These personnel should be able to enlighten the other participants as regards details (clients, suppliers, goals, inputs, tools and techniques, outputs) that demonstrate the importance of each process in performing the service. Other actions to be taken at this step are a process documentation review (service requests, service specifications etc.) and interviews of specialists in each process. After this clarification, the topics judged to be critical to the process are organized and formalized (Externalization) in diagnostic reports (how it is), which should then be associated (Combination) with process techniques and models (theoretical or practical) available in the specialized literature, in service specifications and in internal rules. The knowledge capitalized on the basis of that combination should be formalized in new reports (how it should be) and then re-evaluated by the specialists and other participants involved (outside consultants and researchers etc.).

Also during Combination possible scenario analyses are carried out so as to ensure that the macro-process developed is coherent with, and adheres to, the service goals. This scenario analysis itself can also be considered a form of knowledge internalization. All the material produced thus far (reports) can be made available (articles, talks, debates etc.) and internalized by the other participants in the work team.

On completion of this stage, the results obtained should constitute a structured macro-process with all the activities that make up the process and that fulfill whatever service requests are possible. Another result is the awareness built up among the specialists and other personnel of the organization as to each participant’s importance and contribution to carrying out the service fully (efficacy) and to a suitable level of performance (efficiency).
3.1.4 Analysis of functions and attributions

Analysis of functions and attributions helps identify and allocate the resources necessary to perform the service. It makes it possible to establish the value of each resource involved (people, material, equipment, capabilities, knowledge etc.) and the moment it is utilized. In this stage, the knowledge is generated and capitalized in a more evident manner: once the tacit knowledge (Know-why, Know-how, Know-how much, Know-when, Know-who, Know-where etc.) has been identified, located, captured, socialized and externalized, it will be matched to other forms of knowledge and later internalized by the participants through conferences, discussions, process maps, service specifications and work instructions.

Once again this stage will involve operational level personnel directly, supported by area managers, specialists from other areas of the firm (e.g. organization and methods, information systems etc.) and outside consultants and researchers.

A review of the documentation relating to the activity (job instructions, authorizations, contracts, invoices etc.), as well as interviews and information exchange (Socialization) among the employees directly involved in the process (operational level), are conducted in order to locate, identify and capture tacit information on details of the processes (activities, procedures and tasks) directly related to the service. This knowledge is then formalized (Externalization) in diagnostic reports on the present state of the service (how it is), which are then combined with other forms of knowledge (formalized) arising from area documentation, specialists from other areas and/or outside consultants and researchers. Also during Combination, reports are drafted that define the process structure most suited to the firm (how it should be). Once again, Internalization by the participants can be achieved through talks, simulations, discussions and by circulating process diagrams, service specifications and work instructions.

The results from this stage thus relate to drafting or redrafting of documents containing the information (Why, How, Who, When and Where) about goals, procedures, tasks and responsibilities that allows each activity to be learned and executed to the standards of quality and efficiency required in performing each process. In addition, these documents should contain flow diagrams defining the start and finish of each activity, as well as its tasks, interfaces with other activities (internal and external), inputs (resources and supplies), outputs (products and services) and control points used to evaluate service performance.

3.2 Additional requirements for successful implementation of the methodology

Additional requirements for successful implementation of the methodology include particularly: (a) Commitment by the firm’s senior management – making clear the need to foster performance improvements as a means to obtain competitive advantage or even for business survival – is a key factor for success in implementing the stages of the methodology; (b) for each area involved, a representative should be selected and tasked with motivating and orienting all the employees possibly related to the service in question as to the importance of complying with the specific requirements of the methodology. Some of these representatives should also be able to interface with related areas of knowledge. Such staff should have a more comprehensive understanding so as to be able to act impartially in relation to their areas, exclusively with a view to achieving best performance in executing the service; and (c) indirect participation by professionals from other decision levels, other areas of the organization and even outside consultants and researchers will enlighten the participants as to all possible deficiencies and weaknesses relating to the service.
4. Application to indivisible exceptional cargo transport management (IECTM) in a large Brazilian electric sector firm

The methodology described in section 3 was applied to an indivisible exceptional cargo transport management (IECTM) problem in a large firm in the Brazilian electric power sector (Furnas Centrais Elétricas S.A.). The main issues as regards the information resulting from application of the methodology are presented in the sub-sections below. SCEI-cycles were conducted intensively during application so as to have all the main IECTM-related processes and sub-processes clearly understood, mapped and redesigned. The information detailed, located, captured and capitalized, as well as the stages relating to the cyclic knowledge generation process, can be examined in Melo (2006).

4.1 IEC transport management

Indivisible exceptional cargo (IEC) comprises any cargo in a single structural piece or set of fixed pieces, which is subject to strict transport regulations due to its large dimensions. The dimensions and/or weight of such cargo are generally subject to quite restrictive legislation (Schoeler, 2000; DNIT, 2004). Examples of IEC are large fuel and liquefied gas reservoirs or, in the electric sector, power transformers and electrical reactors, and so on. In general, IEC availability is of strategic importance, because it is an efficient manner of ensuring production system stability and reliability. The high aggregate value of such parts makes stocking strategies unworkable. The need for regular maintenance requires moving IECs physically, not only in order to maintain them in fully working condition, but also to maintain flexible production capacity in the installations that use them. Thus, such cargo becomes essential to keeping certain industrial processes effective and efficient.

Increasing industrial expansion in Brazil has boosted the frequency of IEC transport. Between 1997 and 2001, 3,604 transport authorizations were issued for this kind of cargo (DNIT, 2003). The basic characteristics that orient decisions on this service are the large volumes and/or weights, the indivisibility of the cargo and the long distances involved.

In the electric power sector, for example, efficient transport of power transformers is crucial, because it brings flexibility to sub-station transmission capacity. Flexibility is necessary in order to respond to energy demand, which shifts in place and time through the various different regions. It is one of the parameters associated with low risk of failure in power provision and with maintaining satisfactory service levels.

In the Brazilian electric power firm case study, IEC transport is performed essentially by road and scheduling is thus sensitive to variations in road conditions. Accordingly, when compared with other freight categories, IEC transport involves high levels of uncertainty and, therefore, high risk of non-finalization or inefficient completion. Such risk translates into non-fulfillment of production plans (service level), large fines (costs) for non-performance of contract targets, and dissatisfied clients. In this sense, IECTM is extremely important for preventing problems which, even without major direct consequences to the cargo, can entail the risk of transport delays and thence impacts in production (failure due to lack of production capacity) and costs (wastes and fines) in various industrial sectors.

IEC transport constraints include route-related physical limitations, specific legislation, need for operational infrastructure and multiple business relations with a small number of suppliers which very often behave monopolistically. These restrictions call for analysis of a
As indicated in general terms by Melo et al. (2005), the IEC transport order cycle is initiated when, in response to a business demand or need on the part of an IEC user, an internal client (requesting area) defines the type of transport request to be forwarded to the area responsible for managing the service (internal supplier). On receipt of the request, the internal supplier (transport management area) interacts with the related areas, including the internal client, and exchanges information necessary to support decision making. At the outset, detailed scenario analysis contemplating the main perceived variables (origin/destination, type of IEC to be moved and costs involved) can help decisions such as: selection of transport mode and equipment or alternative routings. In the case of IEC procurement, in addition to such decisions, this analysis will also help define the transport specifications (weight, width, height etc.). Regardless of the type of request, this first phase of service planning (internal planning) should estimate technical and operational specifications, as well as service costs, with support from knowledge areas judged to be directly involved in the IEC life cycle. Such support is obtained by socialization and combination of technical information specific to the related areas and from joint analyses of the physical, operational and economic constraints on the service. This first phase aims to establish the product(s) (goods and services) necessary to fulfill the request.

In the second planning phase (external planning), inter-business integration is established by exchanging technical information among the user, carriers, IEC suppliers and other entities in such a way that a set of services involved in the transport is defined technically, operationally and economically. Once the possible products to be procured have been defined, processes (procurement and/or hiring) are initiated within the IEC user with a view to selecting the most suitable suppliers, according to the goal of fulfilling the request. Once such processes have been initiated, the exchange of commercial information defines the best choice among the possible suppliers available on the market. Following selection of the supplier(s), only the business entities directly involved exchange the administrative information necessary to coordinate between the transport and other activities (issue of authorizations, route clearance, and so on) which may influence performance.

Figure 5 shows, in general terms, some of the documents relating to the IEC transport order cycle.

At the various steps of the service, control points have to be defined. These are necessary to evaluate performance of the operation. At such points, information is collected (events, route, cargo behavior, irregularities, and so on) which will feed a historical operations data base. The information collected can be evaluated both against parameters defined during service planning (predictive information) and against information from previous services (operations data base). The capture and evaluation of this information constitutes feedback to the transport management system, which ensures continuous, systematic improvement by reducing errors and risks in the operation.
4.2 Main issues resulting from case application

4.2.1 Systemic analysis

Systemic analysis of IEC transport in the electric sector has yielded fundamental information for developing a broader strategic view of the operation, making it possible to define and characterize in detail the service steps, business needs, types of request and organizations involved. Chart 1 (below) summarizes the main information in this stage of analysis.

**Chart 1 – Information obtained during systemic analysis of IEC transport.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Steps</th>
<th>Business Needs</th>
<th>Types of Request</th>
<th>Organizations Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport Planning</td>
<td>Production capacity enlargement</td>
<td>Purchase</td>
<td>IEC Suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Scheduling</td>
<td>Production capacity maintenance</td>
<td>• National</td>
<td>IEC Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Execution</td>
<td>Installation lay-out changes</td>
<td>• International</td>
<td>• Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Repair</td>
<td>• Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td>• In warranty</td>
<td>• Procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Out of warranty</td>
<td>• Contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfer</td>
<td>• Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Removal</td>
<td>• Transport management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• IEC Carriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Infrastructure entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Other organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5 – IEC transport order cycle.**
4.2.2 Analysis of flows involved in service execution

Flow analysis of IEC transport order processing has enabled a specific logistics model to be developed for the electric sector. In this model, information, services and materials flows are represented by two distinct logistic sub-systems: a main subsystem and a supportive subsystem. The main logistic subsystem is directed to the main business goals, and considers physical flows and sector-specific logistic activities. This subsystem refers to decisions about the location of installations (plants and sub-stations), description of transmission and distribution networks (lines and towers), and electric power transport carried out by equipment sets (transformers and distribution and transmission lines) which assure power supply is available at economically viable levels at consumption sites (clients). Since electricity cannot be stored as a finished product, it is kept in primary state until transformed into electric power which is pulled by actual demand. This demand serves as a parameter for infrastructure optimization plans for electric sector macro-functions (power generation, transmission and distribution). In this sector, the expansion and maintenance of productive capacity at different times and locations define the service level represented by the risk of interruption in power provision.

The supporting logistic sub-system is as important as the main one. It comprises decisions, flows and activities that aim to maintain operational efficiency and stability in the sector. In this subsystem, transport is generally carried out by suppliers responsible for transferring materials to the respective installations (warehouses, plants and sub-stations). Depending on the value or type of material, regularity of demand and re-supply times, material stock levels can be kept high or low and, in turn, can be pushed (decentralized) or pulled (centralized). The main concerns are the location and capacity of suppliers’ installations and distribution centers, since the network must provide the best level of service, represented by electric material and adequate services being available where and when needed. This subsystem constitutes the portion of the logistic system that assures that materials, components, and electric equipment are available to the installations of the main subsystem, in such a way as to assure that electric power flows continuously and the system is reliable and stable.

From the types of request, a number of different relationships were also identified, both among business units internal to the firm considered in this study, and between these and other external entities (government, clients and suppliers) involved in the service.

4.2.3 Process analysis

Business process analysis of IECTM yielded a conception of macro-process in this service. The process design considered a structure with the following sub-processes: (1) Initialization Process, comprising a group of activities that formally initiate the service, such as receipt of transport requests, opening of necessary service management documentation and initial analysis of transport request; (2) Key Processes, comprising the main steps in IECTM (planning, scheduling and performance evaluation); (3) Supporting Processes, comprising sub-processes not directly linked to management (preliminary feasibility study, cost estimate, technical monitoring of transport, contracting and billing and payment), but necessary to address service constraints; and (4) Finalization Process, comprising a number of activities that formally close the service, such as closure of service management documentation, customer satisfaction analyses, overall service evaluation and filing of process.

Characterization of the IECTM macro-process reflects the order cycle analysis, which identified general order processing flows, in turn allowing sub-processes to be ordered in
terms of the priority of the information necessary for their execution. Figure 6 (below) shows the IECTM macro-process, the sub-processes and flows of which are arranged according to the order cycle necessary to execute the service.

As shown, there are three key sub-processes in IECTM: transport planning, transport scheduling and performance evaluation. Transport planning submits an initial plan or proposal of intentions. The goal is to define “what” activities make up the operation and “how” they are to be executed. This sub-process considers aspects of the route (road capacity etc.), the cargo (dimensions and weight), the alternative modes of transport, origin and destination (access and loading/unloading structures and accesses), legal restrictions (legislation), organizations involved, equipment limitations (capacity, maneuverability etc.) and so on. Resources to be acquired and preliminary scheduling of contracted services are also defined (feasibility studies etc.).

Transport scheduling makes it possible to define the sequence and best timing (deadlines) for executing the activities proposed in the plan, given the available resources. Activities that occur before, during and after transport are taken into account, after which the time and place of execution are defined. Performance evaluation monitors, controls and directs all the activities that contribute to completion of the transport (Bowersox & Closs, 1999). The monitoring accompanies and records chronological system performance, and maintains both clients and transport managers informed. The control continuously accompanies execution of the activities, enabling corrective action to be taken wherever values do not match the planned goals (Ballou, 2001). The directing specifies performance metrics to orient the firm’s workforce to sustain the performance stipulated and achieve pre-established business targets. In this sub-process, client perception of results is taken into consideration both at the tacit/strategic level (demands met perfectly) and at the operational level (performance of IECTM activities). Note that the actual transport activity itself, despite being an important step in the service (Chart 1 – Service steps), is not a transport management activity and, therefore, has not been considered in the IECTM process. For instance, performance in the
second sub-process (transport scheduling) is a function of the level of integration among the entities involved, which can generate constraints on both intra- and inter-firm information flows.

Among the supporting sub-processes, the Preliminary Feasibility Study includes surveying dimensional and structural aspects of the roads that make up the route. The Cost Estimate assesses the costs of the activities necessary to meet the requests, whether to carry out the transport or for internal budgeting or client quotes. The Technical Transport Monitoring supports performance evaluation by defining the resources necessary for full-time inspection of transport execution. This inspection includes verifying the safety and physical integrity conditions of the IEC, reporting events responsible for delays or damage to the IEC or to the route (Transport Technical Monitoring Report), and formalizing the information to be used to improve performance in future transport services. Contracting guides service outsourcing according to normative instructions and existing laws governing the process. Billing and Payment comprise the legal and organizational procedures necessary to contract services to be executed. Billing documents are received and analyzed, supplier data are verified, invoices are issued, balance sheets are drawn up, payment is released and contract processes are filed.

Besides formalizing the IECTM macro-process, this stage identified documentation and information that are byproducts of sub-processes or are necessary resources for subsequent processes, and defined control points for performance evaluation.

4.2.4 Analysis of functions and attributions

The analysis of functions and attributions detailed the flows in each sub-process by activity level, procedure and even task. This stage included a review of service specifications, work instructions, internal quality systems and methods and organization manuals.

In addition, technical personnel involved in the service were interviewed. The knowledge formalized in this stage refers to the flows of documents that identify the modus operandi and reflect the firm’s operational culture. From these flows it was possible to identify business interfaces (internal and external), establish time markers and specify business relationships. Knowledge capitalized in this stage established a parallel between “how they are” and “how they should be” for IECTM sub-process activities. Chart 2 (below) shows the need for process redesign or even new processes in order to match goals (strategy) and functions and attributions of the process (operation).

Comparison between current and potential states (“how things are” and “how things should be”) promotes improvements that can range from sub-process redesign and introduction of new sub-processes, through to formalization of working instructions and service specifications with more detailed information (knowledge) relating to goals (what), activities and procedures (how), task scheduling (when) and human resource allocation (who) for the service to be completed according to client needs.
Chart 2 – Analysis of functions and attributions in IECTM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions and Attributions</th>
<th>Processes (How are)</th>
<th>Processes (How should be)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receive service request</td>
<td>Analysis of Request</td>
<td>Material Transportation Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse request</td>
<td>Analysis of Request</td>
<td>Analysis of Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan the service</td>
<td>Transportation Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate costs</td>
<td>Cost Estimation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examine route feasibility</td>
<td>Technical Monitor, and Feasib. Study</td>
<td>Feasibility Preliminary Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule transportation</td>
<td>Imported Material Transportation</td>
<td>Transportation Scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor transportation</td>
<td>Technical Monitor, and Feasib. Study</td>
<td>Technical Transportation Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract services</td>
<td>Contracting</td>
<td>Contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive and Pay for services</td>
<td>Billing and Payment Release</td>
<td>Billing and Payment Release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish services</td>
<td>Analysis of Request</td>
<td>Material Transportation Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring, Controlling and Directioning (Strategic)</td>
<td>Service Management</td>
<td>Service Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring, Controlling and Directioning (Tactic/Operat)</td>
<td>Service Administration</td>
<td>Service Execution Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improvement Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strategic</th>
<th>Total control points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total processes/subprocesses</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total new processes/subprocesses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total redesigned processes/subprocesses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total service specifications</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total new work instructions</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total control points</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatic/Operational</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

After concluding the S-C-E-I cycles, the following observations were made as regards the IEC transport management processes performed by the firm: redesign of the IEC transport management processes demanded concentrated effort by the whole team involved in the process, with a view to identifying possible options for improving them. From the results of the IEC transport management diagnostic process, firm personnel perceived a clear need to promote redesign of the processes that make up this service. All steps of redesign received orientation, criticism and validation from these staff members in all the versions developed over the course of production of the new maps. After seventeen versions, the team arrived at the process (macro-process and sub-processes) designs that it was believed characterized the IEC transport service.

Support from the knowledge generation model enabled information to be captured from the organizational environment, including interlocutors and their participation in performing the transport service. This permits a more comprehensive view of the entities involved and their actual contributions, besides identifying the impacts on transport performance caused by inefficiencies in managing relationships. Flow analysis made it possible to identify the main information (needs, resources etc.), documents (requests, authorizations, taxes etc.) and services (necessary conditions, fundamental steps, types of service), reinforcing the importance of commitment by the entities involved and defining levels of intra- and inter-firm relationship, as well as the moments when such relations occur. This fosters a more realistic view of the resources and sub-products involved in IECTM in the sector under analysis.

The Process Analysis contemplated the complete redesign of the IEC transport management processes (macro- and sub-processes) and thus demanded concentrated effort by the whole team involved – both those internal and external to the firm – with a view to identifying possible options for improving them. Note that, although the emphasis of the study was
on IEC, the macro-process design approach was broader in scope and not limited to this type of cargo alone.

Given the information detailed in the previous stages, the Analysis of Functions and Attributions provided the basis for keeping sub-processes aligned with the operational plans and identifying potential control points. In this stage, tacit knowledge externalized in process maps, service specifications and working instructions enables processes, activities and business rules to be standardized. This makes it feasible to convey knowledge to employees, as well as to perform service quality control and reduce costs and waste.

In addition, the Business Process Analysis enabled knowledge on organizational performance to be formalized and capitalized. Through IECTM macro-process design aligned with the strategic goals, such knowledge afforded employees a process perspective, offering opportunities to implement available business integration strategies and technology. In addition, decision-making became more focused on client needs and expectations.

The generation and capitalization of knowledge about IECTM leads to the formation of a knowledge base regarding transport of this type of cargo, identifying the business entities involved in each request, defining the transport service steps and kinds of information at each step, and classifying the variables considered in the service. The main results obtained by applying the proposed organizational analysis methodology were identification of discrepancies (planned vs. accomplished) and awareness of the need for continuous change and improvement.

Despite the results for the firm and for the specific department responsible for the service, exacting challenges had to be met during application of the methodology, which are largely inherent to this kind of undertaking. Prominent among the key challenges were those relating to the employees involved in performing the service, viz.: resistance to interference from persons external to the process; lack of belief in the potential for results and often, for particular reasons, lack of interest in applying the methodology; insecurity with regard to possible changes resulting from the strategic realignment, process redesign or redefinition of service functions and attributions; and weaknesses as regards process execution procedures.

Another difficulty has to do with the fact that the firm is a public enterprise and is thus subject to legislation that is quite inflexible (deadlines) and bureaucratic (documentation), particularly as regards the service procurement process, which was also considered in the IEC management. These adversities were circumvented by strategies to enlighten and build awareness among employees as regards participation by outsiders, potential results, possible changes in processes and weaknesses in procedures. In addition, total and unrestricted support from the firm’s senior management was fundamental in motivating the employees and particularly in circumventing interests contrary to application of the methodology arising from employees directly or indirectly involved.

6. Final Remarks

Most of the business information and knowledge available in organizations, and even some of their business processes, is not to be found in (explicit) structured, documented form, making it unavailable to both veteran and new employees, and to other stakeholders. In some cases, these resources are ultimately lost within the organization. Accordingly, the development of theoretical structures that make provision for capturing knowledge about business processes that contribute directly or indirectly to adding value to goods or services
generated, and for sharing it among individuals and groups, is fundamental to business success (Kalpic & Bernus, 2002).

Business process-oriented analytical approaches have been quite widely used as a tool for diagnosing and eliminating deficiencies (time overruns or profit margin losses); as a strategy for continuous system improvement (increased service opportunities); as a script for organizational redirection (operation on recently deregulated markets); and as a plan for designing new business entities. Such structures have also proven useful to executives fostering vision, leadership and drive in favor of change; to managers implementing such changes company-wide; and to analysts designing systems and procedures to enable managers to implement changes. However, for such forces to work efficiently it is necessary to foster alignment between their objectives and processes (Rummler & Brache, 1995), so that performance of the activities pursued is suited to achieving the objectives planned.

At each step of the methodology, the KM model leads to the formalization, capitalization and transfer of the (tacit) intellectual capital present only in the mind of the most experienced employees. Acquisition of this valuable resource enables all the personnel involved to move on, from a local perspective restricted to their functions, to a broader, overall view of the business, permitting a comprehension of how each resource (employees, technologies, infrastructure etc.) participates in executing, and aggregating value to, the service. Nonetheless, as with any strategy involving KM and BPM models, the methodology has proven to be rather dependent on support from senior management, which was fundamental – through awareness-building and motivation initiatives – to overcoming resistance resulting from lack of knowledge and a disbelief among the employees involved that applying the KM methodology might offer the possibility of improving performance, given their roles in the IECTM and the relevance of their individual contribution to developing new processes or initiatives to improve existing ones.

Above all, application of the methodology proposed provided the firm with a formalized/externalized knowledge structure relating to the IEC transport management service. That structure not only offers the possibility of being transferred and absorbed (internalized), in the form of capitalized knowledge, by all those involved in this and other services performed, but it also constitutes one way of fostering and retaining knowledge about that service. In this way, part of the knowledge that used to be lost by employees’ leaving (dismissals, promotions, retirements etc.) comes to be maintained in the organization and can be transferred among those who remain.

From the point of view of the senior management, the KM-supported and BPM-oriented organizational analysis methodology yielded good results, as regards forming a knowledge base capable of promoting process improvements for their IECTM problem. At each stage in application of the methodology, it was possible to generate, formalize and capitalize knowledge on aspects relating to IEC materials (definition, types, suppliers, users, importance of IEC etc.), operations (transport step, entities involved etc.) and management (key and supporting sub-processes, information and documentation flows, activities, procedures etc.) (Melo, 2006).

From the point of view of the firm employees involved, application of the methodology constituted an opportunity to: obtain a more comprehensive vision considering all the stakeholders (suppliers, regulators, partners, clients etc.) and steps (planning, scheduling and performance evaluation) that make up the service; identify information and document flows and thus internal and external business and technological interfaces involved in the service;
identify shortcomings in service execution, by being able to compare between issues (what, when, how, who and where) in processes as they “are” executed (present state) and as they “should be” (potential state); improve business strategic alignment, because when functions and attributions are reviewed and redefined, processes can be structured to adhere more closely to attainment of goals (historical and planning) and thus to service objectives; and standardize activities, procedures and tasks by formulating/redefining process-related documentation (service specifications, work instructions etc.).

The proposed methodology also capitalized knowledge relating to a logistics model specifically directed to the electric power sector. In this model, two sub-systems were defined, which have different functions in the value aggregation process, but are integrated for the purpose of promoting efficient and effective flows of materials, services and information throughout the processes that make up the service.

Even though the results obtained in the case under consideration have to be evaluated in the light of their limitations (electric sector IECTM process), the structure of the proposed methodology can be generalized, because it refers to organizational analysis directed to making best use of knowledge and processes, which are resources typically crucial to best performance in any business.

As regards future research, investigation of quantitative indicators would make it possible to express potential improvements towards reduced cycle times and service costs, and increased client satisfaction. Such indicators would provide metrics for performance improvement initiatives based on better use of resources internal to the firm.
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